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I. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 The purpose of this report is to seek Committee homologation of the response made to 
the proposed Tobacco Sales Licensing (Scotland) Bill. The Bill has been proposed by 
Christine Graham MSP and the consultation period closed on 15 February 2008. 

2. BACKGROUND 

2.1 The proposal consultation was issued in November 2007 and focuses on enforcement of 
current legislation aimed at restricting access to tobacco products by those underage. It 
follows the increase in minimum age for the purchase of tobacco products, 16 years to 18 
years, which came into force on 1 October 2007. 

2.2 It is recognised that vigorous enforcement, supplemented by education and guidance, 
provides the main opportunity to restrict access to age-restricted products, tobacco 
included. However not all Local Authorities, North Lanarkshire excluded, adopt such a 
regime and do not participate in test purchase programmes nor adopt such an holistic 
approach as North Lanarkshire do in terms of trader education and guidance. 

2.3 The proposal for tobacco sought views on whether tobacco products should be subject to 
a licensing regime as is alcohol and gambling. The consultation specifically asks whether 
a positive or negative licensing scheme would best be initiated. 

2.4 Positive licensing would entail anyone wishing to sell tobacco products seeking a licence 
from the Council and paying a fee accordingly. This licence could be withdrawn or 
suspended should the licensee contravene legislative requirements by selling to someone 
underage. A negative scheme would accept that anyone could sell tobacco until the 
Council wished to withdraw that privilege after any contravention of legislation. 

2.5 A positive scheme would involve the Council in additional resource requirements but 
would provide opportunities to provide additional guidance and reinforce the view that 
selling tobacco was a privilege and not a right. In order to meet the administration costs 
and help support enforcement the licence fee set would have to be reasonable. 

2.6 A negative scheme would be easier to set in motion as it replicates more or less what is 
already in existence. Any right to sell would only be compromised if tobacco was sold in 
contravention of legislation. 

2.7 The consultation also sought views on whether a fixed penalty scheme should apply for 
those who supply to those underage. We are in the main supportive of a fixed penalty 
scheme which should be prohibitive in magnitude. 



3. CONSIDERATIONS 

3.1 Increased compliance with age-restricted legislation however managed serves to protect 
the health, safety and welfare of young persons and restricts antisocial behaviour in our 
communities. 

3.2 Enforcement by the Trading Standards service of tobacco legislation is carried out in 
conjunction with a programme of education by means of advice, publicity and seminars for 
local traders and continued implementation of a proof of age scheme that is PASS (Proof 
of Age Standards Scheme) accredited. 

3.3 North Lanarkshire currently has 300 known retail premises that sell tobacco products with 
a further 200 or so mobile premises that may sell tobacco products. Any positive licensing 
scheme would place a burden on current licensing staff which possibly could not be met 
with current resources. Such a scheme would require a fee that would cover 
administration costs and help support additional enforcement costs. 

3.4 The Council, unless sufficient funds are made available to operate a positive licensing 
regime, would advocate a negative licensing scheme be introduced for tobacco products. 

4. CORPORATE CONSIDERATIONS 

4.1 The recommendations to the committee are consistent with policy, and there are no 
personnel, legal or property implications in the report. Dependent upon the outcome of the 
consultation on this Bill there could be financial implications for the Council in terms of the 
necessary resources required for enforcement; however, these are difficult to quantify at 
this stage. The Scottish Government has indicated that additional resources may be they 
made available for enforcement purposes. 

4.2 The views of Legal Services licensing section and Environmental Health colleagues have 
been sought in preparing the consultation response. 

5. RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.1 That the Committee homologate the response made to the consultation on the proposed 
Tobacco Sales Licensing (Scotland) Bill. 

Crawford Morgan 
Head of Protective Services 

For further information please contact Peter Fergie, Trading Standards Team Leader, on 01698 
302007. 

Note: A copy of the consultation paper ‘Smoking and the Bandits: tackling rogue traders and under- 
age tobacco sales’ and the Council response have been deposited in the Local Government library. 


